







































































it! affects! their! consumption! pattern! regarding! palm! oil.! The! objective! is! to! make!
recommendations!on!how!to!influence!the!knowledge!on!palm!oil!by!Swiss!consumers!such!
that!they!make!the!right!decision,!according!to!the!WWF!and!Greenpeace,!of!choosing!certified!
sustainable! palm! oil! (CSPO),! in! order! to! reduce! the! negative! externalities! linked! to! the!
production!of!palm!oil.!
The!research!methods!include!data!collection!through!an!online!survey,!answers’!analysis!with!



















In!order! to! fully! understand!consumers’!behaviour,!a!broader! study! including!all! regions!of!


































































































production! (European-Palm-Oil- Alliance,- 2016).!Moreover,! the! production! of! palm! trees! is!
concentrated! in! Southeast! Asia! as! Malaysia! produces! 32%! of! the! global! production! and!
Indonesia! 53%.! This! significant! production! generates! negative! externalities! such! as!























and!the!means!of!doing! the! right!choice.!The! interrogation! is! that!there!are!no!data!on! the!
consumers’! level! of! knowledge!on! palm! oil! and!how! this! information! affects! their! decision!
making.!Knowing!which!information!is!decisive!in!the!choice!of!certified!sustainable!palm!oil,!






they! only! experience! indirectly! the! negative! externalities,! it! is! important! to! know! whether!



























South!America.!However,!majority! of! the! traded! palm!oil! around! the! globe! is! cultivated! in!
Indonesia! (53%!of! the!global! production)!and!Malaysia! (32%!of! the!global! production).!As!








products.! Until! 1970,! Malaysia! was! the! leading! grower! of! palm! oil! trees.! The! Indonesian!





























THE 7 BENEFITS OF USING PALM OIL
Palm oil offers versatile and functional benefits: 
www.palmoilandfood.eu
In food products, palm oil is often combined with other oils and fats, 
which together determine the fatty acid composition and functionality 








Stability at high cooking temperatures
palm oil maintains its characteristics even under 
high temperatures.
Crispiness and crunch
products containing palm oil maintain their flavours 
and structure for a longer period of time. 
Neutral taste and smell
palm oil can be used in many different foods 
without affecting their taste or smell. 
Solid or semi-solid state at room temperature
the higher solid content gives food products its 
physical and chemical properties. 
Smooth and creamy texture
palm oil is a very suitable solution for increasing 
solidity and improving the consistency of the product. 
Excellent mouth feel
palm oil gives an excellent mouth feel fulfilling specific 
characteristics needed in different food products. 
Alternative to trans fat
palm oil is a good replacement for partially-














the! organisms! living! in! rainforest! are! unknown! and! new! animals! and! plants! species! are!
uncovered!in!the!tropical! forests!every!year.!Therefore,! losing!tropical! forests!means!losing!
biodiversity!and!some!still!unknown!to!mankind.!
b.- Animal-welfare-
Tropical! forests! are! home! to! endangered! species! such! as! tigers,! elephants,! orangutans,!
clouded!leopards,!rhinos,!sun!bears!and!many!more.!The!reduction!of!their!natural!habitat!has!
many! perturbations! to! their! development.! According! to! the!WWF,! there! is! an! increase! in!
humanMwildlife!conflicts!as!animals!have!less!territory!to!live!and!hunt.!This!proximity!to!wildlife!







10M20%!of! global! carbon! emissions.! Tropical! forests!also! have!an! impact! on! local! climate!
patterns,! «! trees! transpire! water,! so! deforestation! can! reduce! rainfall! and! contribute! to!
desertification! »! (Global- Forest- Atlas).! These! changes! on! local! climate! patterns! have! a!
negative!impact!on!other!food!crop!production.!Moreover,!as!reported!by!the!WWF,!to!clear!
































According! to! the!Harvard-Women’s-Health-Watch- (2007),! palm!oil! is! composed!of! 50%!of!









through! a! hydrogenation! process.! The! use! of! transMfat! was! restricted! or! banned! in! some!







according! to! the! Sustainability- Policy- Transparent- Toolkit- (2016).! As! a! result,! palm! oil!
production! has! a! consequent! impact! on! national! economies,! contributing! to! growth! and!
alleviation!of!poverty.!
As!reported!by!the-European-Parliamentary-Research-Service-(2018),!palm!oil!constitutes!10%!





According! to! the!Sustainability-Policy-Transparent-Toolkit- (2016),! 9!million! tons!of!palm!oil!
were!imported!in!the!European!Union!in!2012.!«!These!imports!led!to!an!indirect!contribution!
to!GDP!of! €!2.7!billion,! an! indirect! contribution!of! €!1.2!billion! in! tax! revenue!and! indirect!



























These! derivative! ingredients! are! found! in! as!many! products! as! pastry,! cakes,! ice! cream,!
margarines,!confectionary,!cooking!oils,!emulsifiers,!snack! food,! lotions,!shampoos,!soaps,!
cosmetics,!cleaning!products,!candles!and!other!diverse!products.!According!to!Chris!Sayner,!
vice! president! of! global! account! at! the! chemical! company! Croda,! in! an! article! from! the!










comparing!all! the!major!certification!scheme! is!available! in! the!appendix!5.!According! to!a!





















when! the! first! issues! with! the! overproduction! of! palm! oil! appeared,! that! they! should! be!





















In! June! 2017,! the!Swiss! farmers!discovered! that! palm! oil! was! used! in! the! livestock! feed.!
Hence,!traces!of!palm!oil!could!also!be!present!in!meat,!milk!and!eggs!(Cornu-Y.^A.,-2017).!












































oil!and!how!many!products!bought! in!the!previous!3!months.!This! information!was!used! to!
determine!if!respondents!with!a!high!level!of!knowledge!consume!more!or!less!products!with!
palm! oil! as! well! as! to! determine! which! type! of! knowledge! has! the!most! influence! on! the!
consumption.!
•! Actual!knowledge!
In! this! section,! the!questions!probe! the! knowledge!of! the! respondents!on! the!positive!and!
negative!externalities!of!the!production!of!palm!oil,!the!certificates!of!sustainability!for!palm!oil,!
the!derivative!ingredients!of!palm!oil,!and!the!families!of!products!that!usually!contain!palm!oil.!






the! value! proposition! of! products! without! palm! oil,! the! value! proposition! of! products! with!
certified!sustainable!palm!oil,!and!the!role!of!Swiss!supermarkets.!This!information!was!used!
to!analyse! the!perception!of! the! respondents! towards!palm!oil!and! if! their!habits!have!any!
influence!on!their!consumption!choices.!
•! Profile!
In!this!section,! the!questions!regard!the!personal! information!of!the!respondents! in!order!to!
establish!demographic!variables!for!the!analysis.!The!personal!information!asked!were!their!
level!of!education,!their!age!and!their!gender.!Based!on!these,!a!comparison!can!be!done!of!





























compared! to!normal!palm!oil!or!products!without!palm!oil.!The!goal!of! this!hypothesis! is!to!
confirm!that!the!level!knowledge!has!an!influence!on!the!favoured!option!by!the!consumers.!
3.! Informed!consumers!are!willing!to!pay!a!higher!price!for!certified!sustainable!palm!oil!
As! informed! consumers! understand! the! challenges! linked! to! the! production! of! certified!
sustainable!palm!oil!and!that!they!favour!this!type!of!palm!oil!in!their!choices,!they!should!see!
a!higher!value!in!certified!sustainable!palm!oil.!As!a!consequence,!these!consumers!should!











It! is! expected! that! the! knowledge! areas! that! should!most! influence! the! choice!of! certified!
sustainable!palm!oil!are! the!ones!that!are!the!advantages!of!palm!oil!and! the!existence!of!






Therefore,! the! assumption! is! that! consumers! with! knowledge! on! the! certificates! of!
sustainability!for!palm!oil!and!knowledge!on!the!advantages!of!using!palm!oil!are!the!ones!that!
should!favour!certified!sustainable!palm!oil.!The!following!expected!recommendations!would!












The! answers! to! the! survey! were! analysed! with! the! software! Stata,! in! order! to! perform!
contingency!tables!and!regression!analyses.!Those!analyses1!lead!to!the!identification!of!the!
influence!of! each!knowledge!variables!on! the! consumption!patterns!of! the! respondents.! In!
order!to!determine!if!anything!else!other!than!the!knowledge!variables!have!an!influence!on!
the! consumption! patterns,! the!analysis!was! also! done!by! controlling! for! demographic! and!
perception!variables.!Comparing! these! results!with! the! influence!of! the!knowledge!variable!
determines!which!has!the!most!influence!on!the!consumption!patterns.!After!determining!the!
most! influential! variables,! the! recommendations! are! established! on! the! results! in! order! to!
convince!Swiss!consumers!that!the!option!to!favour!is!certified!sustainable!palm!oil.!
The!model!used!to!analyse!the!influence!of! the!different!variables!on!the!hypotheses!is!the!
following!one!:!! = # + %& ⋅ (& + %) ⋅ () + %* ⋅ (* + %+ ⋅ (+ + %, ⋅ (, + %- ⋅ (- + %. ⋅ (. + /& ⋅ 0& + /) ⋅ 0) + 1/* ⋅ 0* + /+ ⋅ 0++ /, ⋅ 0, + 2& ⋅ 3& + 2) ⋅ 3) + 2* ⋅ 3* + 4& ⋅ 5& + 4) ⋅ 5) + 4* ⋅ 5* + 4+ ⋅ 5+ + 67!




used!with! some! knowledge,! identification,! demographic!or! perception! variables.!Moreover,!
these!models!are!performed!on!different!categories!of!respondents!with!a!high!and!a!low!level!
of!knowledge!on!a!variable.!This!is!to!identify!if!there!is!a!difference!of!influence!of!the!variables!






















































































read! the! ingredients! list.!This! is!confirmed! in!appendix-4:- regression- results,! in! table-9! the!
regression!analysis!shows!that!the!frequency!at!which!respondents!read!the!ingredients!list!








the!statement!that! it! is!possible!to!do!their!groceries! in!Switzerland!without!buying!products!
with!palm!oil,!the!more!they!consume!palm!oil.!Moreover,!this!influence!exists!for!both!informed!
and!uninformed!respondents.!
As! a! result,! consumption! of! palm! oil! is! primarily! influenced! by! the! frequency! at! which!






According! to! the! contingency! summary! table- 6,! there! is! no! real! impact! of! any! knowledge!

















Unrelated!to!the! level!of!knowledge!of! the!respondents,! the! importance!given!to!the! issues!
related!to!palm!oil!negatively!affects!the!amount!of!consumption!of!products!containing!palm!
oil.!Hence,! the!more! the! respondents!give! importance! to! these! issues,! the! less!quantity!of!
products!containing!palm!oil!they!consume.!
In!opposition,!there!is!a!positive!influence!by!the!perception!of!doing!groceries!in!Switzerland!




































to/palm/oil/ " " "
Groceries/without/palm/oil/in/

































healthiness! seems! to! have!an! influence!on! the! consumption.!Respondents! that! deem! the!
consumption!of!palm!oil!in!small!quantity!as!healthy!are!consuming!more!products!containing!






















that! is! supported! by! the! nonMgovernmental! organizations.! In! order! to! determine! if! the!
respondents!do!prefer!certified!sustainable!palm!oil!two!questions!were!asked.!
First,! respondents! were! asked! if! they! would! consider! possible! substitutes! of! products!
containing! palm! oil! with! products! without! palm! oil! as! well! as! with! products! with! certified!


















These! results! are! supported! by! the! regression! results! in! table- 13.! It! is! shown! that! the!
knowledge!of!the!deforestation!of!the!rainforest!has!a!positive!influence!on!the!choice!of!this!
substitute!option.!Hence,!the!more!the!respondents!are!aware!of!the!issue!of!deforestation!the!


















health! benefits! of! palm! oil.! There! is! also! an! important! influence! by! the! perception! of! the!

































these! substitute! products! option.! This! influence! affects! both! informed! and! uninformed!
respondents.!
There! is!also!a!positive! interaction!with!the!variable!supermarkets!should!sell!only!products!
with! 100%! certified! sustainable! palm! oil,! regardless! of! the! level! of! knowledge! of! the!




the!knowledge!of! the!health!benefits!of!palm!oil!and!the!ability! to! identify!the!certificates!of!
sustainability.!However,!there!is!also!an!influence!by!the!perception!variables!education!level!















































































There! is! also! a! negative! interaction! with! the! knowledge! on! health! benefits! affecting! all!
respondents,!regardless!of!their!level!of!knowledge,!that!explains!the!choice!of!this!solution.!








The!gender! of! the! respondents! positively! affects! the! choice! of! this! solution,!meaning! that!
women!tend!to!prefer! this!solution,! regardless!of! the! level!of!knowledge!on!palm!oil!of! the!
respondents.!
In!the!demographics!variables,!there!is!also!a!negative!interaction!with!the!education!level!of!
the! respondents! affecting! both! informed! and! uninformed! respondents! that! explains! the!
preference!for!this!solution.!Thus,!the!more!the!respondents!have!a!high!education!level,!the!
less!they!choose!the!solution!without!palm!oil!with!a!premium.!
Concerning! the! perception! variables,! the! importance! given! to! the! issues! related! to! the!
production!of!palm!oil!positively!affects!this!choice.!The!more!the!respondents!give!importance!
to! these! issues,! the!more! they! choose! the! solution!without! palm!oil! with!a! premium.! This!
influence!affects!both!respondents!with!a!high!and!a!low!level!of!knowledge.!
There!is!also!a!positive!interaction!with!the!possibility!to!do!groceries!in!Switzerland!without!




knowledge! areas! of! the! respondents.! In! particular,! the! variables! climate! change! and!
healthiness! are! key! to! influence! the! selection! of! this! solution.! Other! demographic! and!
perception!variables!also! impact!this!choice,! those!are!gender,! the! importance!given!to!the!













knowledge!of!climate! change!negatively!affects! the!choice!of! this! solution!and!apply! to!all!
















Then,! the! gender! of! the! respondents! negatively! affects! this! choice! as! well,! meaning! that!
women! do!not! favour! the! solution!with! certified! sustainable! palm! oil! with!a!premium.! This!
influence!exists!for!both!respondents!with!a!high!and!low!level!of!knowledge.!











mostly! impacted! by! the! knowledge! variables! climate! change! and! healthiness.! Other!
demographic!and!perception!variable!also!have!an!influence!on!the!choice!of!this!solution!such!
as!education! level,!gender,! importance!given! to! the! issues! related! to!palm!oil,! feasibility!of!
doing!its!groceries!without!palm!oil!in!Switzerland!and!supermarkets!should!only!sell!products!












the! importance! given! to! the! issues! related! to! palm! oil! is! influencing! each! solution.! The!
respondents!who!give!the!most!importance!to!the!issues!related!to!the!production!of!palm!oil!
choose! the! solution! without! palm! oil! with! a! premium.! The! respondents! who! give! less!
importance!to!these!issues!chose!the!two!other!solutions.!Other!perception!and!demographic!
variables!have!an!influence!but!not!on!the!three!solutions!proposed.!Hence,!to!encourage!the!













palm! oil! in! small! quantity! is! indeed! beneficial! for! their! health! generally! favour! certified!
sustainable! palm! oil.! On! the! contrary,! respondents! that! do! not! consider! palm! oil! in! small!
quantity!to!be!healthy!favour!options!without!palm!oil.!Hence,!the!health!characteristic!of!this!
oil!is!a!decisive!variable!for!consumers.!
All High Low All High Low All High Low All High Low All High Low
Climate/change + + + " " "















Education + + + " " + + +
Age + + +
Gender + + " " "
Importance/of/issues/related/
to/palm/oil/ + + + " " " " " " + + + " " "
Groceries/without/palm/oil/in/
Switzerland + + " "
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the! options! with! certified! sustainable! palm! oil.! Hence,! the! importance! given! to! the! issues!
related!to!the!production!of!palm!oil!is!a!key!variable!in!the!decision!between!no!palm!oil!and!
certified!sustainable!palm!oil.!











two! actions,! it! would! be! possible! to! convince! consumers! that! the! best! option! is! to! favour!
certified!sustainable!palm!oil.!
These!results!disprove!the!hypothesis!that!consumers!with!a!high!level!of!knowledge!on!palm!
oil! favour!certified!sustainable!palm!oil.! It!does!no!support!as!well! the!assumption! that!the!







The!hypothesis! is! that!consumers!with!a!high! level!of!knowledge!are!more!willing! to!pay!a!
higher! price! for! substitute! products! with! certified! sustainable! palm! oil! than! for! substitute!
products!without!palm!oil.!They!should!see!a!higher!value!in!substitute!products!with!certified!


















































without! palm! oil! than! men! are.! This! holds! on! the! overall! respondents! and! as! well! on!
respondents! that! are! knowledgeable! and! unknowledgeable! about! palm! oil,! except! in! the!
























The! variable! consciousness!of! buying!products! containing!palm!oil! is! influential! on!all! the!
respondents!with! a!positive! influence.! The!more! the! respondents!are! aware! that! they!buy!
























significant! in! the! willingness! to! pay! a! higher! price! for! substitute! products! with! certified!
sustainable!palm!oil.!The!positive!influence!means!that!the!more!the!respondents!agree!with!
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positively! influential! regarding! the! amount! of! consumption! only.! The! second! variable! that!
influence!the!consumption!of!palm!is!the!perception!that!it!is!possible!to!do!groceries!without!
buying!product! containing!palm!oil! in!Switzerland.!This!perception!positively! influences! the!
consumption! of! palm! oil.! Moreover,! there! is! no! clear! difference! of! consumption! between!
respondents!with!a!high!and!a! low! level!of!knowledge!on!palm!oil.!Additionally,! there! is!no!
influence!from!the!variables!that!represent!the!advantages!of!using!palm!oil.!
The!second!hypothesis!concerned!the!assumption!that! informed!consumers!favour!certified!
sustainable! palm! oil.! This! supposition! was! tested! with! two! alternative! questions.! One!














sustainable! palm! oil! as! being! a! good! enough! option! to! resolve! the! issues! related! to! the!

























already!believe! in! certified! sustainable! palm! oil! do! see! a! higher! value! and! are!waiting! for!
retailers! to! act.! Once! again,! there! is! no! difference! between! informed! and! uninformed!
consumers.!The!level!of!knowledge!on!the!advantages!of!using!palm!oil!and!the!existence!of!







variables! should! convince! consumers! that! consuming! palm! oil! in! small! quantities! is! not!
harming! their! health!and! that! sustainable! certifications!are!efficient! to! reduce! the!negative!














produce! transMfat,! is! now! limited! to!2%!of! fats! in! a!product! by! the!Swiss! legislator!








•! Bio! products! Coop! Naturaplan! with! palm! oil! have! stricter! criteria.! Bio! palm! oil!
production!should!be!certified!by!the!Bourgeon!certification.!












Based!on! the! results!of! this! research,! if! nonMgovernmental! organizations!want! to! promote!
certified! sustainable! palm! oil! as! being! the! most! efficient! option! to! reduce! the! negative!





in! the! complex! supply! chain! of! palm! oil! and! give!more! visibility! for! certification! schemes.!
Indeed,! few! retailers! display! the! logo! of! the! certificates! of! sustainability! that! their! palm! oil!
suppliers!respect.!Hence,!consumers!are!not!aware!of!the!quality!of!the!product!they!buy!and!
may! see!more! value! in! substitute! products! without! palm! oil.! Moreover,! nonMgovernmental!
organizations!should!promote!the!benefits!of!certified!sustainable!palm!oil!as!well!as!increase!
accountability! in!case!of!violation!of!criteria!from!certified!growers.!The!objective! is!to!build!
trust! from!consumers! so! that! they! feel! that! they!are!doing! the! right! choice!when!selecting!
products!with!certified!sustainable!palm!oil!and!not!that!they!are!victims!of!greenwashing.!!
In!order!to!further!understand!the!purchasing!decision!of!Swiss!consumers!in!regard!to!palm!
oil,! further! research! on! consumer! behaviour! is! necessary.! A! further! analysis! would! be!
necessary! across! all! regions! of! the! country! to! observe! if! any! differences! of! consumption!
patterns!arise.!The!intent!is!then!to!understand!to!what!values!consumers!do!associate!palm!
oil!with!on!a!qualitative!level.!Moreover,!it!would!then!be!possible!to!understand!which!health!
















find! a! solution! that! will! answer! to! today’s! generation! needs! as! well! as! those! of! future!
generations.!
Palm! oil! holds!many! advantages,! one! of! which! is! having! the! best! agricultural! yield! of! all!
vegetable! oil! crops! (European-Palm-Oil- Alliance,- 2016).!As! a! result,! replacing!palm! oil! by!
another!vegetable!oil!would!mean!converting!more!land!to!the!production!of!another!vegetable!




they! take! the! information! they!have! into!account! in! their! purchasing!decision.!That! is!why!



















In!addition,!another!variable! is! influencing!the!decisions!of!consumers,!the! importance!they!
attribute!to!the!negative!externalities!generated!by!the!production!of!palm!oil.!The!more!the!
consumers! care! about! these! issues,! the! less! they! favour! certified! sustainable! palm! oil.!
Therefore,!they!do!not!consider!certified!sustainable!palm!oil!as!being!a!good!enough!option!
to! resolve! the! negative! externalities! linked! with! the! production! of! palm! oil.! The! trust! that!
consumers!hold! in!certificates!of!sustainability!to!resolve!the!issues!is!not!strong!enough!to!
convince!them!that!this!is!the!right!option!to!choose.!
As! a! result,! the! recommendation! for! nonMgovernmental! organization! that! want! to! promote!
certified!sustainable!palm!oil,!is!to!focus!on!two!subjects.!The!first!one!being!to!promote!palm!
oil! as!being!not! harmful! for! our!health!and!persuading! consumers! that!consuming!a! small!
quantity! of! palm! oil! can! be! beneficial.! The! second! subject! is! to! reinforce! the! certification!










palm!oil,!a!qualitative!analysis! should!be!undertaken.!The! results! should!make! it!easier! to!
understand!how!palm!oil!and!the!certification!schemes!are!perceived!by!the!consumers.!Then,!
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The!aim! of! this!question! is! to! evaluate!whether!or! not! consumers!are!able! to! identify! the!
presence!of!palm!oil!in!the!products!they!purchase.!
!















The! aim! of! this! section! is! to!assess! consumers’! perception!and! habits! regarding!products!
containing!palm!oil.!
Question-6-:-DO-YOU-THINK-THAT-THE-ISSUES-RELATED-TO-PALM-OIL-I.E.-RAINFOREST-




























Question- 9- :- DO- YOU- THINK- THAT- IT- IS- POSSIBLE- TO- SHOP- WITHOUT- BUYING-
PRODUCTS-WITH-PALM-OIL-IN-SWISS-SUPERMARKETS?-
Possible!answers!:!☐!Yes!!!☐!No!!!☐!No!opinion!







































Question- 15- :- WOULD- YOU- BE- WILLING- TO- PAY- A- PREMIUM- FOR- A- PRODUCT-
CONTAINING-CERTIFIED-SUSTAINABLE-PALM-OIL-?!
Possible!answers!:!☐!Yes!!!☐!No!!!☐!No!opinion!















The!aim!of! this!question! is! to! identify!which!of! the!3!possible!solutions!would! respondents!
prefer!buying.!
!

























































































Profile!type! Categories! Number!of!respondents! %!of!respondents!






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































No$ No$ No$ No$ No$ Yes( No$ Yes( Yes( No$ No$ No$ Yes( Yes( No$ No$ No$ Yes( Yes(
Solution$palm$oil$at$a$
low$price$ No$ No$ No$ No$ No$ Yes( Yes( No$ No$ Yes( Yes( Yes( No$ No$ No$ Yes( No$ Yes( No$
Solution$without$palm$




































































































































































































































































































Model*identification / / / / / / / / / / / / / / 0.01557 * 0.00454 / /0.00331 / '0.04565 *** 0.03176 / 0.0414
Model*knowledge*if*no*knowledge*
of*deforestation /0.18589 / /0.1934 / /0.224 / 0.28252 * 0.17625 / /0.01427 / /0.00234 / / / / / / / / / / / 0.6477
Model*knowledge*if*knowledge*of*
healthiness '0.24206 * 0.09583 / /0.07424 / 0.0979 / 0.23842 ** /0.23189 / /0.1317 / / / / / / / / / / / 0.4466
Model*knowledge*if*identification*
of*certificates*of*sustainability /0.01689 / 0.00595 / '0.08163 ** 0.03953 / 0.02319 / 0.059 / 0.04432 / / / / / / / / / / / 0.3607
Model*knowledge*if*identification*
of*derivatives 0.09321 / /0.02544 / 0.00903 / /0.01905 / '0.09138 ** 0.16372 ** 0.04959 / / / / / / / / / / / 0.2916
Model*knowledge*if*no*reading*of*
ingredients*lists /0.09349 / 0.09915 / /0.00901 / 0.03334 / 0.07195 * /0.07195 / /0.04188 / / / / / / / / / / / 0.1205
Model*knowledge*if*consciously*
buying 0.07216 / /0.0315 / 0.03642 / 0.01745 / 0.02143 / 0.06689 / '0.15097 * / / / / / / / / / / 0.129






































































































































































Model*perceptions / / / / / / /0.05923 / 0.14062 ** 0.08057 / /0.08203 / 0.0315
Model*demographics*&*perceptions*if*
knowledge*of*climate /0.02094 / /0.00977 / 0.01282 / /0.06746 / 0.1705 ** 0.178 * /0.15435 / 0.0655
Model*demographics*&*perceptions*if*
knowledge*of*deforestation /0.01939 / /0.00671 / 0.09013 / /0.10155 / 0.12645 ** 0.07299 / /0.06854 / 0.0404
Model*demographics*&*perceptions*if*no*
knowledge*of*deforestation +0.36318 *** 0.02113 / 0.88701 *** 0.05937 / 1.0076 *** 0.07302 / /0.16131 / 0.9569
Model*demographics*&*perceptions*if*
knowledge*of*indigenous*rights /0.04265 / /0.03917 / 0.2232 / /0.16131 / 0.21643 / 0.2239 / +0.34065 ** 0.2912
Model*demographics*&*perceptions*if*no*
knowledge*of*indigenous*rights /0.03628 / /0.01065 / 0.0782 / /0.05217 / 0.13301 * 0.0735 / 0.02466 / 0.041
Model*demographics*&*perceptions*if*
knowledge*of*certificates*of*sustainability /0.03999 / 0.0099 / /0.01054 / /0.00601 / 0.21792 ** 0.18434 / /0.19657 / 0.0908
Model*demographics*&*perceptions*if*no*
knowledge*of*certificates*of*sustainability /0.01394 / +0.05772 * 0.24177 ** /0.10906 / 0.04603 / 0.01148 / 0.00035 / 0.1257
Model*demographics*&*perceptions*if*
knowledge*of*healthiness /0.0597 / /0.06365 / 0.3041 ** /0.1881 ** 0.11984 / 0.17739 / /0.15565 / 0.24
Model*demographics*&*perceptions*if*no*
knowledge*of*healthiness /0.01814 / /0.00093 / 0.01967 / /0.03718 / 0.15966 * 0.08284 / /0.11972 / 0.038
Model*demographics*&*perceptions*if*
knowledge*of*producers*poverty +0.07221 * +0.06465 * /0.0809 / /0.03041 / /0.12261 / 0.1293 / /0.21226 / 0.1628
Model*demographics*&*perceptions*if*no*
knowledge*of*producers*poverty /0.0054 / 0.01389 / 0.19003 ** +0.16697 * 0.22406 *** 0.17775 / /0.00552 / 0.1163
Model*demographics*&*perceptions*if*no*
identification*of*certificates*of*sustainability /0.03641 / /0.02101 / 0.11497 / /0.0811 / 0.17586 ** 0.12879 / /0.09968 / 0.0729
Model*demographics*&*perceptions*if*no*
identification*of*derivatives /0.02166 / /0.04152 / 0.10585 / /0.08598 / 0.14132 * 0.13258 / /0.13839 / 0.0793
Model*demographics*&*perceptions*if*
identification*of*product*families /0.05737 / /0.0607 / 0.40037 ** +0.40979 ** 0.21307 / 0.09027 / /0.22242 / 0.2946
Model*demographics*&*perceptions*if*
reading*of*ingredients*lists /0.03504 / 0.03152 / 0.01717 / /0.0031 / 0.24698 ** 0.08091 / /0.12494 / 0.0617
Model*demographics*&*perceptions*if*no*
reading*of*ingredients*lists /0.01813 / +0.0586 * 0.10384 / /0.04632 / 0.10372 / 0.10669 / /0.06719 / 0.1245
Model*demographics*&*perceptions*if*
consciously*buying /0.06094 / +0.06807 * 0.03259 / /0.09182 / 0.30435 *** 0.14193 / /0.04237 / 0.1897

























































































































Model'identification 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00129 0 0.00207 0 0.011 0 !0.20314 *** 0.37301 0 0.0358
Model'knowledge 0.19548 0 00.24667 0 0.14008 0 00.01366 0 00.11413 0 0.34613 * 00.15553 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0462
Model'knowledge'if'no'
knowledge'of'deforestation 0.71175 0 01.93665 0 00.91816 0 1.11739 0 0.35755 0 1.35419 * 00.05053 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4981
Model'knowledge'if'no'
knowledge'of'agricultural'yield 0.52438 * !0.49522 * 0.04058 0 0.1262 0 00.18867 0 0.39167 * 00.25733 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1066
Model'knowledge'if'knowledge'
of'certificates'of'sustainability 00.0681 0 0.3188 0 0.5303 ** !0.62984 * 0.25265 0 0.49732 0 0.2302 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1939
Model'knowledge'if'knowledge'
of'certificates'of'sustainability 0.33449 0 00.34346 0 00.12905 0 0.28582 0 0.06242 0 0.45 * 00.49134 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0928
Model'knowledge'if'knowledge'
of'healthiness 01.00725 0 0.2728 0 00.52578 0 1.15722 ** 0.18693 0 1.97477 0 00.54748 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3683
Model'knowledge'if'identification'
of'derivatives 0.42383 0 00.19685 0 0.23442 0 00.35306 0 00.24447 0 0.6238 ** 0.32511 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.239
Model'knowledge'if'identification'
of'product'families 0.28492 0 00.7017 0 00.1023 0 00.49107 0 0.10923 0 0.73764 * 0.32719 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2172
Model'knowledge'if'reading'of'
ingredients'lists 0.20451 0 !0.54078 * 0.15002 0 00.1897 0 00.13846 0 0.33866 0 0.20572 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1533






































































































































































Model'perceptions 0 0 0 0 0 0 !0.42135 * 0.546937 * 0.176125 0 00.34482 0 0.0338
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'
knowledge'of'climate 0.078022 0 00.00709 0 0.1034 0 !0.63997 * 0.568246 0 0.290817 0 !0.71443 * 0.055
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'
knowledge'of'climate 00.27539 0 0.207053 0 1.668078 ** 00.38096 0 0.602778 0 00.05897 0 1.105949 0 0.355
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'
knowledge'of'deforestation !1.2901 *** 0.177741 0 3.270886 *** 00.68388 0 4.688057 *** 00.09514 0 0.514649 0 0.9641
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'
knowledge'of'agricultural'yield 0.119051 0 0.06178 0 0.383661 0 !1.10503 ** 0.416982 0 0.233735 0 00.50065 0 0.1211
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'
knowledge'of'indigenous'rights 00.00581 0 0.034749 0 0.350996 0 !0.6543 * 0.561147 * 0.009294 0 00.0687 0 0.0433
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'
knowledge'of'healthiness 0.017637 0 00.15934 0 1.590645 ** 00.65363 0 0.697846 0 0.21275 0 1.275579 * 0.2066
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'
knowledge'of'producers'poverty !0.31579 * !0.3272 ** 0.405305 0 00.41196 0 0.236536 0 1.163133 * !1.13542 * 0.1864
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'
knowledge'of'producers'poverty 0.17435 0 0.166508 0 0.425667 0 !0.71859 * 0.668075 * 0.072259 0 00.18609 0 0.0859
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'
identification'of'certificates'of'sustainability 0.041953 0 00.01759 0 0.562848 0 !0.59256 * 0.461046 0 0.319212 0 00.38172 0 0.058
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'
identification'of'derivatives 00.18415 0 0.140638 0 0.905255 0 00.22365 0 1.048239 * 00.89821 0 00.22581 0 0.1418
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'
identification'of'derivatives 0.005035 0 00.02533 0 0.36656 0 !0.71057 * 0.469339 0 0.64974 0 00.31473 0 0.0551
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'
identification'of'product'families 00.15851 0 00.12663 0 0.917152 0 !2.17459 ** 1.468415 ** 0.65438 0 01.06976 0 0.3124
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'
consciously'buying 00.07934 0 00.11337 0 0.611183 0 00.61671 0 1.14068 ** 0.208536 0 00.43345 0 0.1163























































































































Model(knowledge 10.01051 1 0.10586 *** 10.01344 1 0.02223 1 0.01719 1 10.02318 1 10.01694 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.1988
Model(knowledge(if(knowledge(of(
climate 10.0345 1 0.09332 *** 10.00639 1 0.00486 1 0.01465 1 0.0005 1 10.00485 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.1722
Model(knowledge(if(knowledge(of(
deforestation 10.00776 1 10.01441 1 10.00992 1 0.00528 1 0.01979 ** 10.00801 1 10.00752 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.0659
Model(knowledge(if(knowledge(of(
agricultural(yield 10.02155 1 10.0335 1 0.02427 1 0.00059 1 0.07363 ** 0.00219 1 10.03963 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.2116
Model(knowledge(if(no(knowledge(of(
agricultural(yield 10.01959 1 0.12575 *** 4.8E105 1 0.02047 1 10.00262 1 10.02484 1 10.02373 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.2644
Model(knowledge(if(no(knowledge(of(
indigenous(rights 10.01149 1 0.10791 *** 10.01298 1 0.014 1 0.01729 1 10.02306 1 10.02036 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.2045
Model(knowledge(if(no(knowledge(of(
certificates(of(sustainability 10.03918 1 0.13764 *** 10.02417 1 0.03056 1 0.01304 1 10.03565 1 10.03265 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.2351
Model(knowledge(if(no(knowledge(of(
healthiness 10.01149 1 0.10346 *** 10.00901 1 0.0039 1 0.01311 1 10.006 1 0.00151 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.1744
Model(knowledge(if(knowledge(of(
producers(poverty 0.06583 1 0.18741 * 10.03148 1 0.08235 1 10.0265 1 10.03672 1 0.01127 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5793
Model(knowledge(if(no(knowledge(of(
producers(poverty 10.02462 1 0.09944 *** 10.01013 1 10.00168 1 0.01339 1 10.01564 1 10.0093 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.1675
Model(knowledge(if(identification(of(
certificates(of(sustainability 10.04093 1 10.00423 1 10.04886 1 0.02479 1 0.05414 * 10.02025 1 10.01587 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.233
Model(knowledge(if(no(identification(
of(certificates(of(sustainability 0.02635 1 0.15228 *** 0.00016 1 0.03792 * 0.00537 1 -0.04562 * 10.00073 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.4075
Model(knowledge(if(no(identification(
of(derivatives 10.00156 1 0.15763 *** 10.0252 1 0.04409 1 0.03427 1 10.0647 1 0.00152 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.3227
Model(knowledge(if(identification(of(
product(families 0.05613 1 0.10915 * 10.00255 1 10.00978 1 0.00618 1 10.055 1 0.03657 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.3971
Model(knowledge(if(no(identification(
of(product(families 10.02681 1 0.11479 *** 10.01667 1 0.02746 1 0.02312 1 0.00058 1 10.03622 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.207
Model(knowledge(if(reading(of(
ingredients(lists 10.02483 1 0.11203 *** 10.00065 1 0.01154 1 10.01808 1 0.0029 1 10.00199 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.2656
Model(knowledge(if(no(reading(of(
ingredients(lists 10.04257 1 0.16604 ** 10.03548 1 0.04787 1 0.10616 *** -0.09132 * 10.02612 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.374
Model(knowledge(if(consciously(
buying 0.00555 1 10.00538 1 10.03683 1 0.08266 ** 0.06925 ** -0.07273 * 10.05764 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.2832
Model(knowledge(if(not(consciously(
buying 0.00815 1 0.13892 *** 0.00945 1 10.00023 1 10.00298 1 10.0287 1 0.02082 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.3541





































































































































































Model(perceptions 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.14423 *** 10.00268 1 0.04507 1 10.0151 1 0.1282
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(knowledge(
of(climate 0.00562 1 0.01207 1 10.02659 1 0.08762 *** 0.03366 1 0.02952 1 10.03936 1 0.0828
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(climate 10.04822 1 10.01647 1 0.01053 1 0.24852 ** 10.13212 1 0.15059 1 0.11337 1 0.5727
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(knowledge(
of(deforestation 0.00561 1 0.00875 1 10.01737 1 0.0902 *** 0.03668 1 0.04381 1 10.03732 1 0.1171
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(agricultural(yield 10.0227 1 10.00824 1 10.05189 1 0.23669 *** 10.03276 1 0.12378 1 10.02791 1 0.2645
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(indigenous(rights 10.00699 1 10.00787 1 10.01003 1 0.16536 *** 10.0113 1 0.03774 1 0.00443 1 0.1488
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(certificates(of(sustainability 10.01566 1 10.01223 1 0.04298 1 0.21256 *** 0.00962 1 0.15014 * 10.0607 1 0.2722
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(knowledge(
of(healthiness 10.00775 1 10.02809 1 10.05897 1 0.35068 *** 0.04114 1 0.13106 1 10.05359 1 0.6403
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(knowledge(
of(producers(poverty 10.01666 1 -0.02024 * 0.04343 1 0.04488 1 10.05005 1 10.04873 1 0.11835 ** 0.276
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(producers(poverty 0.00397 1 0.00671 1 10.02937 1 0.18421 *** 10.00146 1 0.05503 1 10.06661 1 0.1874
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
identification(of(certificates(of(sustainability 0.02849 1 10.00059 1 10.22673 1 0.20569 *** 0.1135 * 0.17606 * 10.13719 1 0.4876
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
identification(of(certificates(of(sustainability -0.02332 ** -0.01972 * 10.014 1 0.0892 ** 10.0535 1 0.01932 1 0.01202 1 0.1196
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
identification(of(derivatives 0.00929 1 0.02393 1 10.06429 1 0.12885 ** 0.04108 1 0.08132 1 10.07919 1 0.2045
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
identification(of(derivatives 10.01133 1 -0.01948 * 10.0057 1 0.15044 *** 10.02085 1 0.01617 1 10.00671 1 0.1561
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
identification(of(product(families 10.01596 1 0.00331 1 10.08465 1 0.25655 *** 10.02689 1 0.11281 1 10.09963 1 0.3383
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
identification(of(product(families 0.00034 1 10.00073 1 0.00666 1 0.11485 *** 0.01251 1 0.02107 1 0.00198 1 0.099
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(reading(of(
ingredients(lists 10.01037 1 0.00022 1 10.05304 1 0.13858 *** 10.02775 1 0.04107 1 10.02576 1 0.1271
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(reading(
of(ingredients(lists 0.00265 1 10.01034 1 0.02262 1 0.15016 *** 0.04049 1 0.03708 1 10.00934 1 0.1949
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
consciously(buying 0.02301 1 10.01753 1 0.05352 1 0.23274 *** 0.05644 1 0.02181 1 0.05364 1 0.3437
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(not(
consciously(buying 10.01424 1 10.00297 1 -0.06134 * 0.10882 *** 10.39824 1 0.07792 1 10.0358 1 0.1264
























































































































Model(identification 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.03687 *** 60.01605 6 60.00716 6 (0.04009 * 0.10036 6 0.0719
Model(knowledge (0.10795 * 0.07004 6 0.00956 6 (0.08258 * 0.00827 6 0.1579 *** 60.14595 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.1524
Model(knowledge(if(knowledge(of(
climate 60.0655 6 0.06905 6 60.00234 6 60.77207 6 0.00089 6 0.18662 *** 60.20132 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.1501
Model(knowledge(if(no(knowledge(of(
climate 60.22658 6 60.10173 6 0.01078 6 (0.23525 * 0.21347 6 60.26821 6 0.24755 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.4109
Model(knowledge(if(knowledge(of(
deforestation 60.10424 6 0.09937 6 0.01899 6 60.07706 6 0.00267 6 0.16721 *** 60.02642 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.1425
Model(knowledge(if(no(knowledge(of(
deforestation (0.75775 * 61.29521 6 60.07677 6 0.16565 6 0.74912 ** 0.0951 6 1.24703 ** 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.8806
Model(knowledge(if(knowledge(of(
agricultural(yield (0.13536 * 0.31868 ** (0.31313 ** 60.03314 6 60.0915 6 0.17965 ** 60.04496 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.4399
Model(knowledge(if(no(knowledge(of(
agricultural(yield 60.04117 6 60.0033 6 60.05194 6 60.07387 6 0.06275 6 0.16312 *** 0.0292 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.1799
Model(knowledge(if(no(knowledge(of(
indigenous(rights (0.12317 ** 0.04891 6 0.00725 6 60.10949 6 0.02117 6 0.15817 *** 0.00434 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.1861
Model(knowledge(if(knowledge(of(
certificates(of(sustainability 60.1077 6 0.1023 6 60.03354 6 60.07388 6 0.04695 6 0.14619 * 60.02703 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.1355
Model(knowledge(if(no(knowledge(of(
certificates(of(sustainability 60.08539 6 0.04785 6 0.52638 6 60.07383 6 0.00057 6 0.15859 ** 0.01088 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.1981
Model(knowledge(if(knowledge(of(
healthiness 60.01414 6 0.10545 6 0.03181 6 60.07474 6 (0.29783 * 0.32963 6 0.1294 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.4433
Model(knowledge(if(no(knowledge(of(
healthiness (0.11931 * 0.07374 6 0.00746 6 60.05056 6 0.02376 6 0.19068 *** 60.01676 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.1582
Model(knowledge(if(no(knowledge(of(
producers(poverty (0.1318 ** 0.79421 6 0.01952 6 60.0664 6 0.02363 6 0.16891 *** 60.04912 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.1905
Model(knowledge(if(no(identification(
of(certificates(of(sustainability 60.10731 6 0.06087 6 0.34827 6 (0.11275 ** 60.02901 6 0.23396 *** 60.06429 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.2266
Model(knowledge(if(identification(of(
derivatives (0.21846 ** 0.17851 * 0.03061 6 60.07362 6 60.02084 6 0.23984 *** 60.05473 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.3868
Model(knowledge(if(no(identification(
of(derivatives 60.04952 6 0.0498 6 60.01231 6 (0.11249 * 0.06481 6 0.12196 * 0.02187 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.1124
Model(knowledge(if(identification(of(
product(families (0.24972 * 0.14367 6 0.0038 6 60.08072 6 0.08353 6 0.1326 6 60.01573 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.3131
Model(knowledge(if(no(identification(
of(product(families 60.06705 6 0.04634 6 0.0071 6 60.07147 6 60.00659 6 0.15836 *** 1.1E605 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.1243
Model(knowledge(if(reading(of(
ingredients(list (0.16446 ** 0.00553 6 0.00977 6 (0.17701 ** 0.0069 6 0.19384 *** 0.02524 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.2525
Model(knowledge(if(no(reading(of(
ingredients(list 60.10143 6 0.28056 *** 0.02073 6 60.06066 6 0.04324 6 0.01824 6 0.0532 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.248
Model(knowledge(if(consciously(
buying 0.05375 6 60.06074 6 0.0259 6 60.01897 6 0.08326 * 0.27033 *** 60.0998 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.492
Model(knowledge(if(not(consciously(
buying 60.13713 6 0.08887 6 0.02929 6 (0.11422 * 0.00551 6 0.10536 6 0.02 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.1248



































































































































































Model(demographic 0.0772 *** 0.02561 6 0.03917 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.0497
Model(perceptions 6 6 6 6 6 6 &0.15915 ** 0.11002 6 0.4939 *** 0.1192 6 0.1957
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
knowledge(of(climate 0.04276 6 0.0066 6 0.0399 6 60.06078 6 0.08867 6 0.53359 *** 0.04115 6 0.2036
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(climate 0.09788 6 0.11047 * 0.47789 ** &0.37272 ** 60.14177 6 0.55436 ** 0.38212 * 0.6332
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
knowledge(of(deforestation 0.04546 * 0.02262 6 0.13149 6 &0.19571 ** 0.05646 6 0.49172 *** 0.09647 6 0.1894
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(deforestation 60.00662 6 0.08644 6 0.08166 6 60.0205 6 0.77038 ** 0.30443 6 0.34424 6 0.9367
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
knowledge(of(agricultural(yield 0.07437 * 0.04437 6 0.11197 6 &0.19524 * 0.08853 6 0.42483 *** 0.07357 6 0.2318
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(deforestation 60.0026 6 60.00751 6 0.10574 6 &0.20965 * 0.16739 6 0.6271 *** 0.13616 6 0.2618
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(indigenous(rights 0.46316 6 0.0215 6 0.09334 6 &0.16199 * 0.13995 * 0.54333 *** 0.10148 6 0.2573
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
knowledge(of(certificates(of(sustainability 0.05219 6 0.04556 6 0.06239 6 60.10648 6 0.11026 6 0.38948 *** 0.23555 6 0.2217
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(certificates(of(sustainability 0.27213 6 60.01538 6 0.20747 * &0.22994 ** 0.11762 6 0.66097 *** 0.03553 6 0.2671
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
knowledge(of(healthiness 0.14645 *** 0.04282 6 0.12565 6 60.17779 6 0.21988 6 0.26136 6 0.07096 6 0.4441
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(healthiness 60.00465 6 63.4E605 6 0.127 6 60.13717 6 0.03909 6 0.5748 *** 0.23241 ** 0.2352
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
knowledge(of(producers(poverty 0.07009 6 0.0359 6 60.12087 6 60.13546 6 60.11049 6 0.36471 * 0.19694 6 0.3025
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(producers(poverty 0.03552 6 0.01055 6 0.22269 ** &0.20335 ** 0.15539 * 0.5692 *** 0.0898 6 0.2395
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
identification(of(certificates(of(sustainability 0.0874 * 60.04952 6 60.05413 6 0.05013 6 0.08827 6 0.11793 6 0.3366 6 0.2638
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
identification(of(certificates(of(sustainability 0.04109 6 0.04476 6 0.19348 ** &0.23656 ** 0.95406 6 0.58205 *** 0.09816 6 0.2602
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
identification(of(derivatives 60.04613 6 0.03247 6 0.07073 6 60.12063 6 0.25083 6 0.31757 * 60.14376 6 0.1327
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
identification(of(derivatives 0.06186 ** 0.02322 6 0.12295 6 60.1464 6 0.08206 6 0.5713 *** 0.20849 ** 0.3427
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
identification(of(product(families 0.04428 6 60.14564 6 0.22593 6 &0.47121 * 0.02444 6 0.38707 6 60.22734 6 0.1748
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
identification(of(product(families 0.04168 6 0.03021 6 0.1132 6 60.08998 6 0.08428 6 0.58367 *** 0.22556 ** 0.3306
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
reading(of(ingredients(list 0.01752 6 0.00664 6 0.1911 * 60.18285 6 0.02614 6 0.4188 *** 0.18829 6 0.1703
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
reading(of(ingredients(list 0.0728 ** 0.05357 6 0.05193 6 60.13078 6 0.14879 6 0.56704 *** 0.10249 6 0.3586
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
consciously(buying 60.01858 6 0.0836 ** 0.07767 6 &0.25801 ** 0.13036 6 0.60797 *** 0.47102 *** 0.389
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(not(
consciously(buying 0.07146 * 60.00062 6 0.13532 6 60.11406 6 0.07528 6 0.51454 *** 0.12484 6 0.2323
























































































































Model(identification 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10.00264 1 0.00761 1 10.00657 1 10.00535 1 0.05178 * 0.0302
Model(knowledge(if(knowledge(of(
climate 0.03672 1 10.02348 1 0.03536 * 10.42361 1 0.01617 1 0.03409 1 0.00797 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.0719
Model(knowledge(if(no(
knowledge(of(climate 10.20619 1 10.07609 1 10.09589 1 10.10483 1 0.11293 1 10.11104 1 0.36236 ** 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.3342
Model(knowledge(if(no(
knowledge(of(deforestation +0.37568 * +0.71699 * 0.26635 1 0.20646 1 0.2182 1 10.09084 1 0.50599 ** 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5644
Model(knowledge(if(knowledge(of(
agricultural(yield 0.02455 1 10.14124 1 0.14017 1 10.0797 1 10.0036 1 10.06151 1 0.13543 * 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.154
Model(knowledge(if(knowledge(of(
healthiness 10.19186 1 0.0977 1 10.07863 1 10.01755 1 0.05588 1 0.4027 * 0.17241 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.458
Model(knowledge(if(no(
knowledge(of(healthiness 10.00107 1 10.08914 1 0.04392 * 10.01485 1 10.00237 1 10.02518 1 0.02665 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.0671
Model(knowledge(if(knowledge(of(
producers(poverty 10.10144 1 10.16674 1 10.0228 1 10.02338 1 0.05525 1 0.00789 1 0.41803 ** 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5172
Model(knowledge(if(identification(
of(derivatives 10.00882 1 10.00117 1 0.02803 1 10.04354 1 0.02419 1 0.04938 1 0.09647 * 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.2263
Model(knowledge(if(no(
identification(of(product(families 0.0056 1 10.04729 1 0.05133 ** 10.0115 1 0.00456 1 10.03653 1 0.03777 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.0944
Model(knowledge(if(reading(of(
ingredients(list 0.02057 1 10.05905 1 0.05514 * 10.06292 1 0.01254 1 10.03788 1 0.06594 * 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.1153
Model(knowledge(if(consciously(
buying 0.08363 1 10.08396 1 0.11366 *** 0.00121 1 10.01012 1 10.06904 1 10.0364 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.3072
Model(knowledge(if(not(
consciously(buying +0.06392 * 10.01195 1 10.00233 1 10.00264 1 10.02675 1 0.01226 1 0.04124 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.158





































































































































































Model(perceptions 1 1 1 1 1 1 !0.06899 ** 0.00833 1 10.07823 1 0.02287 1 0.0414
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(climate 10.02074 1 !0.05495 * 10.0031 1 !0.16779 ** 10.07487 1 10.15539 1 0.11485 1 0.4744
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
knowledge(of(deforestation 10.0073 1 10.01845 1 0.06862 1 !0.09489 ** 10.00309 1 !0.10341 * 0.01429 1 0.0796
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
knowledge(of(agricultural(yield 10.00371 1 10.01739 1 0.10491 * !0.11459 ** 0.03364 1 10.08746 1 0.02519 1 0.1209
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
knowledge(of(indigenous(rights 10.00363 1 10.0353 1 0.16437 * !0.24596 *** 10.19481 1 10.16768 1 0.19464 ** 0.6473
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
knowledge(of(certificates(of(sustainability 10.00092 1 10.0136 1 0.07611 1 !0.11964 * 0.0421 1 10.09534 1 10.05431 1 0.0896
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(certificates(of(sustainability 10.02651 1 10.02553 1 0.05174 1 !0.08067 * 10.03092 1 0.00347 1 0.08573 1 0.1012
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
knowledge(of(healthiness 10.00374 1 10.016 1 0.06588 1 !0.12926 * 0.11412 1 10.05782 1 10.12507 1 0.1952
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(healthiness 10.02134 1 10.02407 1 0.09195 ** 10.02466 1 10.0532 1 10.07642 1 0.11403 * 0.0846
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
knowledge(of(producers(poverty 10.02978 1 10.01577 1 0.11031 1 !0.15017 *** 10.02191 1 0.00966 1 10.026 1 0.1493
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(producers(poverty 10.00415 1 10.02535 1 0.0311 1 10.02626 1 0.00882 1 !0.14277 ** 0.00932 1 0.061
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
identification(of(certificates(of(sustainability 10.00103 1 10.01872 1 0.04381 1 !0.1082 *** 10.00031 1 !0.10291 * 0.00177 1 0.1046
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
identification(of(derivatives 10.00911 1 10.02272 1 0.08276 ** 10.04805 1 10.02248 1 10.02048 1 0.04776 1 0.0701
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
identification(of(product(families 10.04113 1 !0.06112 * 0.05928 1 10.09452 1 0.00481 1 10.01119 1 !0.2889 ** 0.1916
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
identification(of(product(families 10.00723 1 10.00795 1 0.06984 1 !0.09085 ** 10.00379 1 10.08901 1 0.08672 1 0.1023
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(reading(
of(ingredients(list 10.01239 1 !0.03822 ** 0.10097 * 0.02153 1 10.06832 1 10.04046 1 0.0306 1 0.0885
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
reading(of(ingredients(list 10.00293 1 0.01242 1 0.0504 1 !0.13135 *** 0.05056 1 10.10687 1 0.05263 1 0.1545
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(not(
consciously(buying 10.00541 1 !0.01938 * 0.03859 1 0.11137 *** 10.02575 1 10.05407 1 0.04648 1 0.1706
























































































































Model(identification 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10.00696 1 10.02001 1 0.0123 1 0.01598 1 !0.09537 * 0.0433
Model(knowledge 0.13383 ** 0.05113 1 10.01254 1 0.02354 1 0.0125 1 !0.09971 ** 0.0242 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.1667
Model(knowledge(if(knowledge(of(
deforestation 0.08556 1 0.08365 1 10.01356 1 0.01262 1 0.02063 1 !0.08307 * 0.02897 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.0779
Model(knowledge(if(no(knowledge(of(
deforestation 0.53269 ** 10.15564 1 10.0676 1 0.18252 1 10.20795 1 10.00296 1 10.15202 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.7032
Model(knowledge(if(no(knowledge(of(
agricultural(yield 0.18245 ** 0.00894 1 0.026 1 10.00201 1 0.02634 1 !0.12577 ** 0.05691 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.257
Model(knowledge(if(knowledge(of(
indigenous(rights 0.35555 * 10.06817 1 10.03092 1 0.33095 1 10.05572 1 10.12747 1 0.24646 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.3902
Model(knowledge(if(no(knowledge(of(
indigenous(rights 0.10399 * 0.05458 1 10.01215 1 10.00321 1 0.01307 1 !0.10538 ** 0.00465 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.1855
Model(knowledge(if(no(knowledge(of(
certificates(of(sustainability 0.16199 ** 0.00335 1 0.04714 1 0.03537 1 10.05402 1 !0.13661 ** 0.0684 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.2258
Model(knowledge(if(knowledge(of(
producers(poverty 0.27701 ** 0.21619 1 10.02678 1 0.05984 1 10.05613 1 10.02597 1 10.15737 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5845
Model(knowledge(if(no(knowledge(of(
producers(poverty 0.0993 1 0.02287 1 10.01017 1 10.00775 1 0.0142 1 !0.10824 ** 0.0081 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.1407
Model(knowledge(if(no(identification(
of(certificates(of(sustainability 0.13003 ** 0.05877 1 10.0208 1 0.05758 1 0.05437 1 !0.11852 ** 0.0014 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.1896
Model(knowledge(if(no(identification(
of(derivatives 0.16019 ** 0.06379 1 10.01575 1 10.00138 1 0.01228 1 !0.10833 * 0.10309 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.1933
Model(knowledge(if(identification(of(
product(families 0.2237 * 10.04334 1 0.07649 1 0.04792 1 0.01885 1 !0.17088 * 0.01277 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.3558
Model(knowledge(if(reading(of(
ingredients(list 0.12531 ** 0.07639 1 10.03295 1 0.03802 1 0.0281 1 10.06031 1 10.01352 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.2029
Model(knowledge(if(no(reading(of(
ingredients(list 0.19585 1 0.0387 1 0.00064 1 0.01326 1 10.01978 1 !0.1493 * 0.11331 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.1703
Model(knowledge(if(not(consciously(
buying 0.17225 ** 0.01477 1 0.02298 1 10.0094 1 0.05996 1 !0.12369 ** 0.079 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.1918





































































































































































Model(demographics 10.01997 1 10.02255 1 0.0962 * 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.0209
Model(perceptions 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.18899 *** 0.05719 1 10.08028 1 0.0175 1 0.0672
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(climate )0.11249 * 10.07842 1 0.24143 1 0.13779 1 0.20749 1 0.14317 1 )0.47023 ** 0.521
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
knowledge(of(deforestation 10.028 1 10.01186 1 0.07195 1 0.15288 ** 0.10222 1 10.04975 1 0.02507 1 0.0832
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
knowledge(of(agricultural(yield 10.03363 1 10.01932 1 0.03824 1 0.16671 ** 10.08363 1 10.02577 1 10.08743 1 0.1102
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(agricultural(yield )0.06168 * 10.03901 1 0.15805 1 0.13127 1 0.22753 ** 10.07341 1 0.09036 1 0.1744
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
knowledge(of(indigenous(rights 10.02031 1 10.00476 1 0.02787 1 0.29355 *** 0.03358 1 10.04897 1 10.19874 1 0.3951
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(indigenous(rights )0.04784 * 10.02789 1 0.06561 1 0.07259 1 0.09212 1 10.09312 1 0.09992 1 0.0694
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
knowledge(of(healthiness )0.1222 ** 10.05441 1 0.02666 1 0.2011 ** 10.03587 1 10.04076 1 10.03803 1 0.3208
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(healthiness 10.00777 1 10.00099 1 0.08042 1 0.07033 1 0.13083 * 10.05451 1 10.0191 1 0.0508
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
knowledge(of(producers(poverty 0.0026 1 10.04079 1 0.03237 1 0.23609 *** 10.97428 1 10.11611 1 0.03616 1 0.2104
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(producers(poverty )0.05696 * 10.01404 1 0.07847 1 0.10459 1 0.11585 1 10.01064 1 0.06007 1 0.0762
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
identification(of(certificate(of(sustainability 10.03219 1 10.01647 1 0.14636 ** 0.20101 *** 0.04558 1 10.03024 1 0.03607 1 0.1504
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
identification(of(derivatives 10.07547 1 10.02096 1 0.20109 1 0.15747 * 0.10759 1 10.0969 1 0.15191 1 0.1534
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
identification(of(derivatives 10.02313 1 10.01959 1 0.03863 1 0.16802 ** 0.06768 1 10.08076 1 10.01374 1 0.073
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
identification(of(product(families 0.01918 1 0.00319 1 0.14822 1 0.56296 *** 0.2804 ** )0.34299 * 0.37664 ** 0.4542
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
identification(of(product(families )0.04257 * 10.01905 1 0.0171 1 0.12235 ** 0.03554 1 10.04195 1 10.04731 1 0.0676
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(
reading(of(ingredients(list 10.02953 1 0.00667 1 10.08432 1 0.22737 ** 0.19628 ** 10.05082 1 10.03526 1 0.1028
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
reading(of(ingredients(list 10.03555 1 10.03491 1 0.20333 ** 0.13259 * 10.03528 1 10.0735 1 0.00472 1 0.1648
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(not(
consciously(buying 10.0411 1 10.00399 1 0.01864 1 0.19841 *** 0.12415 1 10.04979 1 10.06369 1 0.1477
























































































































Model(knowledge !0.12361 ** 60.01609 6 60.01651 6 0.00662 6 60.01958 6 0.09709 ** !0.07205 * 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.1643
Model(knowledge(if(knowledge(of(
climate !0.15462 * 0.05039 6 60.01737 6 0.02779 6 60.02277 6 0.03868 6 60.05939 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.0691
Model(knowledge(if(no(knowledge(of(
climate 0.03224 6 60.09051 6 0.02625 6 60.05285 6 0.04025 6 0.21176 * 60.0848 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.3335
Model(knowledge(if(knowledge(of(
deforestation !0.09085 * 0.01814 6 60.01702 6 0.02381 6 60.02347 6 0.06973 * 60.06213 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.0752
Model(knowledge(if(no(knowledge(of(
agricultural(yield !0.14621 ** 0.00306 6 60.01849 6 0.00098 6 60.0309 6 0.11173 ** 60.07964 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.2061
Model(knowledge(if(knowledge(of(
indigenous(rights 60.28653 6 0.15763 6 60.03993 6 60.24279 6 0.18694 6 0.05733 6 !0.30051 * 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.4548
Model(knowledge(if(no(knowledge(of(
indigenous(rights !0.11294 ** 60.03244 6 60.01946 6 60.02006 6 60.02816 6 0.10303 ** 60.03954 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.1875
Model(knowledge(if(no(knowledge(of(
certificate(of(sustainability !0.16289 ** 0.02823 6 !0.08621 * 60.03024 6 0.03291 6 0.16544 *** !0.10038 * 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.2898
Model(knowledge(if(no(knowledge(of(
producers(poverty !0.10707 * 60.00886 6 60.01903 6 0.03019 6 60.01485 6 0.10872 ** 60.05028 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.1686
Model(knowledge(if(no(identification(
of(certificates(of(sustainability !0.11478 ** 60.02543 6 60.01403 6 60.02779 6 !0.07525 ** 0.11659 *** 60.05406 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.204
Model(knowledge(if(no(identification(
of(derivatives !0.14375 ** 60.01284 6 60.02085 6 0.0176 6 60.00461 6 0.12732 ** !0.10959 ** 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.2017
Model(knowledge(if(identification(of(
product(families !0.2201 * 0.10165 6 60.03019 6 0.01071 6 60.02262 6 0.10369 6 60.08748 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.2616
Model(knowledge(if(reading(of(
ingredients(list !0.14588 *** 60.01734 6 60.0222 6 0.0249 6 60.04064 6 0.09819 ** 60.05242 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.3117
Model(knowledge(if(consciously(
buying !0.21734 ** 60.03288 6 60.04331 6 0.0355 6 0.0628 6 0.06613 6 0.01697 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.3873
Model(knowledge(if(not(consciously(
buying 60.10833 6 60.00282 6 60.02065 6 0.01204 6 60.03321 6 0.13594 ** !0.12024 * 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.1416







































































































































































Model(demographics 0.0312 * 0.03717 ** (0.08629 * 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.0447
Model(perceptions 6 6 6 6 6 6 (0.12 ** 60.06552 6 0.1585 ** 60.04037 6 0.0592
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
knowledge(of(climate 0.02547 6 0.00586 6 60.08314 6 60.05877 6 60.06862 6 0.1314 * 60.10441 6 0.0802
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(climate 0.13322 ** 0.13337 *** 60.23833 6 0.03 6 60.13262 6 0.01222 6 0.35537 * 0.5388
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
knowledge(of(deforestation 0.0353 * 0.03031 * (0.14057 *** 60.05799 6 (0.09912 * 0.15316 ** 60.03936 6 0.137
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
knowledge(of(agricultural(yield 0.03733 6 0.03571 * (0.14215 ** 60.05212 6 0.04998 6 0.11323 6 0.06224 6 0.1534
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(agricultural(yield 0.07904 ** 0.05568 * 60.14672 6 60.1274 6 (0.19772 ** 0.13529 6 60.08106 6 0.2268
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(indigenous(rights 0.05079 ** 0.04712 ** (0.10334 * 60.09715 6 (0.10065 * 0.13975 * 60.05804 6 0.151
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
knowledge(of(certificates(of(sustainability 0.02795 6 0.03529 ** (0.09682 * 60.07328 6 0.02543 6 0.08233 6 0.05152 6 0.1393
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(certificates(of(sustainability 0.08036 ** 0.05493 * (0.18904 * 60.04429 6 60.15752 6 0.11255 6 60.08395 6 0.1849
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
knowledge(of(healthiness 0.12595 *** 0.07041 * 60.09254 6 60.07185 6 60.07825 6 0.09858 6 0.1631 6 0.2947
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(healthiness 0.02912 6 0.02506 6 (0.17235 *** 60.04568 6 60.07763 6 0.12192 6 60.09493 6 0.1328
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
knowledge(of(producers(poverty 0.02718 6 0.05656 ** (0.14268 * 60.08592 6 0.11934 6 0.10644 6 60.01016 6 0.2435
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
knowledge(of(producers(poverty 0.06111 ** 0.03939 * 60.10957 6 60.07833 6 (0.12467 * 0.15341 6 60.06939 6 0.1406
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
identification(of(certificate(of(sustainability 0.08334 ** 0.06047 6 0.05076 6 0.0063 6 60.1707 6 0.03716 6 0.10967 6 0.23
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
identification(of(certificate(of(sustainability 0.03321 6 0.0353 * (0.19017 *** (0.09281 * 60.04527 6 0.13316 * 60.03785 6 0.1634
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
identification(of(derivatives 0.10746 ** 0.03051 6 60.15943 6 60.07817 6 (0.21986 * 0.2807 ** 60.03613 6 0.2279
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
identification(of(derivatives 0.03224 6 0.04231 ** (0.1214 ** (0.11997 * 60.0452 6 0.10123 6 60.03402 6 0.1349
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
identification(of(product(families 0.02195 6 0.05793 * (0.2075 * (0.46844 *** (0.28521 *** 0.35418 ** 60.08774 6 0.5247
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
identification(of(product(families 0.0498 ** 0.027 6 60.08694 6 60.0316 6 60.03175 6 0.13095 * 60.03941 6 0.0957
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
reading(of(ingredients(list 0.04192 6 0.03155 6 60.01666 6 (0.24889 *** (0.12796 * 0.09129 6 0.00467 6 0.1781
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(no(
reading(of(ingredients(list 0.03848 6 0.0225 6 (0.25373 *** 60.00124 6 60.01528 6 0.18037 * 60.05735 6 0.2058
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(
consciously(buying 0.03398 6 0.05597 6 (0.25108 *** 60.12112 6 60.02785 6 0.1476 6 60.22984 6 0.3011
Model(demographics(&(perceptions(if(not(
consciously(buying 0.0465 * 0.02337 6 60.05723 6 60.08704 6 60.0984 6 0.10396 6 0.01721 6 0.0905
























































































































Model'identification 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 60.00145 6 60.00955 6 0.01451 ** 0.07001 *** 60.02398 6 0.1436
Model'knowledge 0.04105 6 60.00705 6 6.5E606 6 0.00169 6 0.00209 6 (0.06345 ** 0.01841 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.0674
Model'knowledge'if'knowledge'of'
climate 0.02375 6 60.00141 6 0.00295 6 60.02153 6 0.001 6 (0.06081 * 0.04928 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.0747
Model'knowledge'if'knowledge'of'
deforestation 0.04013 6 0.04629 6 0.00523 6 60.02202 6 60.00542 6 (0.06856 ** 0.05662 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.0923
Model'knowledge'if'no'knowledge'of'
agricultural'yield 0.06651 6 60.01831 6 60.03555 6 0.04375 6 60.00893 6 (0.06813 * 0.03085 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.1232
Model'knowledge'if'knowledge'of'
indigenous'rights 0.0274 6 60.15978 6 0.11336 6 (0.51013 ** 0.39604 ** 60.0017 6 (0.55324 *** 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.7888
Model'knowledge'if'no'knowledge'of'
indigenous'rights 0.03712 6 60.01004 6 0.00541 6 0.00522 6 60.00951 6 (0.07649 ** 0.03522 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.0952
Model'knowledge'if'knowledge'of'
certificates'of'sustainability 0.11641 ** 60.09517 6 0.02531 6 0.03376 6 0.06535 6 (0.09092 ** 0.02469 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.2986
Model'knowledge'if'knowledge'of'
healthiness 0.03666 6 60.10643 6 0.02986 6 0.11442 6 0.22446 6 60.18459 6 (0.25629 * 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.4027
Model'knowledge'if'no'knowledge'of'
healthiness 0.02223 6 0.00096 6 0.00289 6 60.05855 6 60.00844 6 (0.0708 * 0.06218 * 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.1107
Model'knowledge'if'no'knowledge'of'
producers'poverty 0.03184 6 60.01856 6 0.00624 6 60.0007 6 60.01959 6 (0.06732 ** 0.04541 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.0872
Model'knowledge'if'no'identification'
of'certificates'of'sustainability 0.08632 * 60.00548 6 0.00692 6 0.01523 6 0.00929 6 (0.08359 ** 0.01764 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.1178
Model'knowledge'if'identification'of'
derivatives 0.11198 * (0.12501 * 0.02292 6 60.01044 6 60.0085 6 (0.08261 * 0.01058 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.223
Model'knowledge'if'no'identification'
of'derivatives 0.00137 6 0.04995 6 60.024 6 0.01859 6 0.01236 6 (0.07561 * 0.03537 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.0761
Model'knowledge'if'no'identification'
of'product'families 0.07722 * 60.01493 6 0.00163 6 0.03496 6 60.0072 6 (0.07411 ** 0.00812 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.1081
Model'knowledge'if'no'reading'of'
ingredients'list 0.05249 6 0.08689 6 60.02514 6 0.01963 6 0.04793 6 (0.16297 ** 0.02324 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.02134






































































































































































Model'demographics 0.00928 6 0.01614 6 0.15889 *** 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.0491
Model'perceptions 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.15748 *** 0.01215 6 0.03224 6 60.00579 6 0.0769
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'knowledge'
of'deforestation 0.00691 6 0.02545 6 0.03396 6 0.14746 *** 0.03927 6 0.09624 6 60.01907 6 0.1031
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'
knowledge'of'deforestation +0.17824 ** 60.03292 6 0.4031 ** 0.04432 6 0.11863 6 60.11517 6 0.24706 * 0.9333
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'knowledge'
of'agricultural'yield 0.04169 6 0.03472 6 60.01451 6 0.1958 *** 60.03715 6 0.00047 6 60.07728 6 0.1614
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'
knowledge'of'agricultural'yield +0.04718 ** 60.00879 6 0.17348 ** 0.00585 6 0.12959 * 0.15288 6 0.08291 6 0.1794
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'knowledge'
of'indigenous'rights 0.03204 6 0.12527 * 0.34317 6 0.05708 6 0.27644 6 +0.30639 * 60.57349 6 0.4719
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'
knowledge'of'indigenous'rights 60.00706 6 0.01088 6 0.02982 6 0.10298 * 0.03612 6 60.01603 6 0.06604 6 0.0448
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'knowledge'
of'certificates'of'sustainability 0.00487 6 0.02438 6 0.00699 6 0.22777 ** 60.00382 6 0.06652 6 0.07734 6 0.1007
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'
knowledge'of'certificates'of'sustainability 0.00786 6 0.00429 6 0.09394 6 0.13653 ** 0.04565 6 60.05808 6 60.06489 6 0.1448
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'
knowledge'of'healthiness 0.01488 6 0.03714 * 60.00929 6 0.12928 * 0.09712 * 0.03073 6 60.06208 6 0.0902
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'knowledge'
of'producers'poverty 0.04855 6 0.0112 6 60.03302 6 0.26332 *** 0.11092 6 0.02883 6 0.03548 6 0.1949
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'
identification'of'certificates'of'sustainability 0.02795 6 0.03888 6 +0.18488 * 0.13641 6 60.12916 6 60.10149 6 60.00018 6 0.1613
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'
identification'of'certificates'of'sustainability 60.00494 6 0.01257 6 0.16146 *** 0.12844 ** 0.04312 6 0.10653 6 0.00882 6 0.1593
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'
identification'of'derivatives 0.02697 6 0.03517 6 0.0148 6 0.12362 * 60.07169 6 0.01664 6 0.01616 6 0.1467
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'
identification'of'derivatives 60.00273 6 0.01339 6 0.0389 6 0.15176 ** 0.0452 6 0.06442 6 0.0091 6 0.076
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'
identification'of'product'families 0.0117 6 0.00614 6 0.02831 ** 60.12045 6 +0.21028 ** 0.30801 ** 60.02036 6 0.3273
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'
identification'of'product'families 60.01363 6 0.02152 6 0.00205 6 0.16795 *** 0.06743 6 60.00956 6 0.01991 6 0.1126
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'reading'
of'ingredients'list 0.0025 6 0.00838 6 0.13505 6 0.15743 ** 0.03203 6 0.0233 6 60.05086 6 0.1182
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'consciously'
buying 0.00706 6 0.0036 6 0.02539 6 0.1973 ** 60.02095 6 60.09104 6 0.05768 6 0.1037
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'not'
consciously'buying 0.01136 6 0.03152 6 0.02992 6 0.11379 ** 0.10598 * 0.14469 * 60.10724 6 0.1404
























































































































Model'identification 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.02328 * 70.03809 7 0.0015 7 70.00099 7 0.13745 * 0.0415
Model'knowledge 70.05975 7 0.07056 7 70.24746 7 +0.14158 ** 0.00936 7 0.15267 *** 0.03756 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.119
Model'knowledge'if'knowledge'of'
climate 70.03209 7 0.04983 7 70.03275 7 +0.1491 ** 0.00862 7 0.19 *** 0.03286 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.1443
Model'knowledge'if'no'knowledge'of'
deforestation 70.0694 7 0.151 7 70.02002 7 +0.13719 ** 0.00441 7 0.17648 *** 0.03537 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.1292
Model'knowledge'if'knowledge'of'
agricultural'yield 70.08409 7 0.31905 * 70.19826 7 70.0868 7 70.09524 7 0.23952 ** 70.00947 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.2711
Model'knowledge'if'no'knowledge'of'
agricultural'yield 70.04726 7 0.01787 7 70.04781 7 +0.18058 ** 0.05666 7 0.12141 * 0.07174 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.1409
Model'knowledge'if'no'knowledge'of'
indigenous'rights 70.08849 7 0.05692 7 70.03946 7 +0.18636 ** 0.01809 7 0.15424 *** 0.06425 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.1543
Model'knowledge'if'no'knowledge'of'
certificates'of'sustainability 70.01893 7 0.0506 7 0.00522 7 70.10839 7 70.03934 7 0.19613 *** 0.0217 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.1467
Model'knowledge'if'no'knowledge'of'
certificates'of'healthiness 70.09285 7 0.09418 7 70.05646 7 +0.13196 * 0.02167 7 0.23124 *** 0.05543 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.1877
Model'knowledge'if'no'knowledge'of'
certificates'of'producers'poverty 70.0927 7 0.06299 7 70.0274 7 +0.15241 ** 0.01841 7 0.15766 ** 0.02708 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.1361
Model'knowledge'if'no'identification'
of'certificates'of'sustainability 70.03341 7 0.09483 7 0.01379 7 +0.14641 ** 70.02816 7 0.19967 *** 0.00687 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.154
Model'knowledge'if'identification'of'
derivatives 70.03643 7 0.01087 7 0.00584 7 +0.21783 * 0.02543 7 0.20349 ** 0.0024 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.2119
Model'knowledge'if'no'identification'
of'derivatives 70.11263 7 0.15307 * 70.04001 7 +0.13376 * 0.01583 7 0.1107 7 0.09639 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.1325
Model'knowledge'if'no'identification'
of'product'families 70.00797 7 0.03049 7 70.01976 7 +0.16367 ** 0.0026 7 0.19117 *** 0.06298 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.1615
Model'knowledge'if'reading'of'
ingredients'list 70.09202 7 0.00957 7 70.05124 7 +0.20139 ** 0.03988 7 0.18915 *** 0.05189 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.1864
Model'knowledge'if'no'reading'of'
ingredients'list 70.03381 7 0.23667 * 0.02067 7 +0.13594 * 0.00022 7 0.05181 7 0.11289 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.1821
Model'knowledge'if'consciously'
buying 70.12715 7 0.13643 7 70.05564 7 70.01645 7 0.06835 7 0.3169 *** 70.02068 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.5338
Model'knowledge'if'not'consciously'
buying 70.04907 7 0.08729 7 70.0251 7 +0.21263 *** 0.04352 7 0.10565 7 0.08546 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.1685






































































































































































Model'demographics 0.07726 *** 0.02933 7 70.0024 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.0422
Model'perceptions 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.03036 7 0.03451 7 0.57065 *** 0.03322 7 0.1884
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'
knowledge'of'climate 0.06403 ** 0.02577 7 70.05622 7 0.01751 7 0.05347 7 0.56671 *** 70.03727 7 0.1951
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'
knowledge'of'deforestation 0.06152 ** 0.03293 7 70.04157 7 0.03769 7 70.00457 7 0.55118 *** 70.00329 7 0.1847
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'
knowledge'of'deforestation 0.11235 7 0.00444 7 70.17879 7 0.19619 7 0.23983 7 0.5906 ** 0.15775 7 0.942
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'
knowledge'of'agricultural'yield 0.10617 *** 0.06454 * 70.0846 7 0.0361 7 0.04533 7 0.46856 *** 70.01175 7 0.2362
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'
knowledge'of'agricultural'yield 0.01086 7 70.01056 7 70.06639 7 0.04021 7 0.08475 7 0.66679 *** 70.00721 7 0.2544
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'
knowledge'of'indigenous'rights 0.05586 * 0.02721 7 70.05882 7 0.039 7 0.04447 7 0.57829 *** 70.04215 7 0.2006
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'
knowledge'of'certificates'of'sustainability 0.06536 * 0.06545 ** 0.02046 7 0.04467 7 0.02505 7 0.64776 - 0.02185 7 0.2877
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'
knowledge'of'certificates'of'sustainability 0.06125 7 70.01661 7 70.21555 7 0.11354 7 0.0399 7 0.34628 *** 70.0476 7 0.1836
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'
knowledge'of'healthiness 0.13401 ** 0.04039 7 70.1118 7 0.0579 7 70.02907 7 0.54217 ** 0.07803 7 0.4045
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'
knowledge'of'healthiness 0.03697 7 0.02002 7 70.06259 7 0.08222 7 0.01693 7 0.55081 *** 0.01519 7 0.1721
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'
knowledge'of'producers'poverty 0.09011 ** 0.06205 7 -0.30073 ** 0.10491 7 70.05308 7 0.5713 *** 0.03265 7 0.3932
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'
knowledge'of'producers'poverty 0.04952 7 0.00128 7 0.08624 7 0.06634 7 0.01841 7 0.51035 *** 70.00284 7 0.1796
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'
identification'of'certificates'of'sustainability 0.09878 * 70.00897 7 -0.26092 * 0.09959 7 70.18468 7 0.74715 *** 70.16497 7 0.371
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'
identification'of'certificates'of'sustainability 0.06117 * 0.05069 7 70.00963 7 0.06059 7 0.09816 7 0.53021 *** 70.00473 7 0.2068
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'
identification'of'derivatives 0.07566 7 70.03485 7 70.04247 7 0.04923 7 0.10062 7 0.43511 ** 70.13738 7 0.1855
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'
identification'of'derivatives 0.05725 * 0.06042 * 70.07119 7 0.04401 7 0.00943 7 0.63749 *** 0.08307 7 0.2715
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'
identification'of'product'families 0.06057 7 70.00499 7 0.08129 7 70.01231 7 70.15501 7 0.69492 *** 70.26399 7 0.2773
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'
identification'of'product'families 0.05772 * 0.04597 7 70.06923 7 0.05292 7 0.07145 7 0.53683 *** 0.06014 7 0.2236
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'reading'
of'ingredients'list 0.06005 7 0.00503 7 0.04258 7 0.13102 7 70.10621 7 0.66269 *** 70.06954 7 0.2302
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'no'
reading'of'ingredients'list 0.07312 * 0.05876 7 70.15533 7 0.04021 7 0.14325 7 0.47304 *** 0.17647 7 0.2775
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'
consciously'buying 0.00246 7 0.06217 7 70.03737 7 70.10097 7 0.00833 7 0.65708 *** 0.02011 7 0.2861
Model'demographics'&'perceptions'if'not'
consciously'buying 0.09383 ** 0.01778 7 70.14581 7 0.14745 7 0.07978 7 0.55572 *** 70.09421 7 0.2519

















































































































































































































































































































































































































Dans$ la$ mesure$ où$ notre$ "Rapport$ sur$ le$ développement$ durable"$ et$ notre$ site$ Internet$
www.coop.ch/desPparolesPauxPactes$ répondent$ à$ la$ plupart$ des$ questions$ qui$ nous$ sont$
posées,$nous$avons$adopté$les$principes$suivants:$jusqu'$au$niveau$Bachelor,$nous$invitons$








a$ par$ conséquent$ décidé$ de$ supprimer$ totalement$ de$ ses$ produits$ de$marque$ propre$ les$









(moins$ sensibles$ aux$ températures$ élevées$ et$ s'oxydant$ moins$ vite$ que$ les$ acides$ gras$
insaturés)$est$particulièrement$adaptée$aux$produits$de$boulangerie$de$longue$conservation.$








de$ critères$écologiques,$ sociaux$et$ éthiques.$CellePci$ spécifie$que$ l'approvisionnement$doit$
également$ satisfaire$à$des$exigences$écologiques.$Ainsi,$ les$matières$premières$ végétales$






















Pour$ répondre$ aux$ souhaits$ des$ consommateurs,$ nous$ nous$ efforçons$ d'utiliser$ le$ moins$
possible$d'huile$de$palme$dans$ les$produits$Naturaplan.$Mais$ les$alternatives$ telles$que$ les$
graisses$animales$(p.$ex.$ le$beurre)$ou$les$huiles$végétales$produites$en$Europe$ne$sont$ni$
meilleures$ni$pires$du$point$de$vue$du$bilan$écologique,$notamment$parce$que$le$rendement$à$













produits$ achètent$ rarement$ de$ l'huile$ de$ palme$ brute,$ mais$ plutôt$ des$ composants$ déjà$
transformés$ (dits$ produits$oléochimiques$ intermédiaires)$ qui$ en$ contiennent.$ Alors$ que$ les$
fabricants$ de$ produits$ agroalimentaires$ (p.$ ex.$ de$ margarine),$ acheteurs$ d'importantes$
quantités,$peuvent$exiger$de$leurs$fournisseurs$ le$respect$de$règles$précises,$y$compris$en$
matière$ de$ développement$ durable,$ les$ fabricants$ de$ produits$ non$ alimentaires,$ eux,$ ont$







exclusivement$ de$ l'huile$ de$ palme$ certifiée$ au$moins$ RSPO$ "Balance$ de$ masse"$ comme$
matière$première$pour$nos$produits$de$marque$propre$non$alimentaires.$
Nous$vous$adressons$nos$meilleurs$vœux$pour$la$suite$et$vous$prions$d'agréer,$Madame,$nos$
meilleures$salutations.$
Coop$
Sabine$Brändle$
Collaboratrice$Service$clients$
Siège$
Tél.$061$336$75$67$
Fax$061$335$80$80$
sabine.braendle@coop.ch$
